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The SIMRA Definition of social innovation 

Social innovation means…

…the reconfiguring of social practices, in 

response to societal challenges, which seeks to 

enhance outcomes on societal well-being and 

necessarily includes the engagement of civil 

society actors.



There is no such thing as social innovation 

unaffected from politics,.....

.....nor politics unaffected from social innovation

No surprise
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Governance patterns

Social innovation

Institutionalisation

Reconfiguring

Policy environment

Value and belief systems

Institutions
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Disrupting vicious and establishing virtuous cycles

+
Supportive 

policies/frameworks

New / improved policies for:
Social farming, community-based 

resource use and risk prevention or 

management, community-supported 

agriculture, circular economy....

− 
Hindering 

policies/frameworks

Social 

innovation

+
Inclusive political 

and economic 

institutions

“Inclusive economic/political institutions… are those that allow and encourage participation by the 

great mass of people in economic/political activities that make the best use of their talents and skills”
D. Acemoglu and J. Robinson



Social 

innovation 

initiative

Cultural values and norms

Governance patterns

Structural

policies
Sectoral

policies

Political = constitutional and institutional frameworks

Structural policy dimension

Institutional policy dimension

Sectoral policy dimension
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Policy dimensions

▪ Structural policies provide convenient entry points for change, but for the sake 

of sustainability, change should permeate the three policy dimensions.

▪ The sectoral policy dimension clearly appears in social policies relating to 

social care (green care, social inclusion initiatives, intermunicipal health and 

social care systems), but no less in cultural, educational, community food and 

energy initiatives, common pool resource management schemes....);

▪ Because of its mainly cross-sectoral character, the structural policy dimension 

is very effective to enable the SI potential in the short term (prototype: 

CLLD/LEADER and similar approaches);

▪ The institutional policy dimension is most efficacious in providing a propicious 

environment for SI (constitutional rights and obligations, as well as legislation 

on associations and cooperatives, on alternative financing, on subsidiarity and 

decentralisation aso.).
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Hindering factors

▪ By default public authorities, long-established stakeholder 

organisations and powerful private actors are wary about bottom-up 

civil society engagement: if they actively resist to creative 

destruction, the innovative actors may get sucked into a political 

kerfuffle they never wanted.

▪ Division across departments/thinking in silos is limiting policy 

effectiveness;

▪ Conventional policy delivery (lengthy loops of decision-making and 

quality assurance; monitoring, controlling, reporting duties) often 

disregards contingencies which are inherent to innovation;
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Supportive factors

▪ A benign shadow of hierarchy: Malleable public structures (local 

authorities, sector institutions) and strategies (government 

strategies, sector programmes).

▪ Political frameworks and policies which foster a culture of self-

organisation and strengthen the capacities of local actors regarding 

social innovation;

▪ The existence of intermediary agencies liaising the key actors;
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Policy Recommendations

Ring-fenced funds and simple delivery mechanisms directly 

focusing on social innovation (which requires a wholesome 

understanding of SI as being distinct from technological innovation).

Governments should embrace 

- the fundamental value of SI for democratic societies;

- the breadth of scope of SI, addressing diversified local realities;

An enabling policy architecture, cross-cutting/connecting policy 

silos and scales;

Policies empowering local communities, fostering mixed 

partnerships, providing resources for local animation and capacity 

building;
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Cultivating social innovation

▪ Innovation ecosystem

▪ Social capital

▪ Niche development

▪ Creativity

Personal development

(Social) entrepreneurship

Non-conformism

Waking the sleeping....

Culture of innovation

Strategy for innovation

Resources for innovation

Structures for innovation

Network density

Bridging and bonding links

Institutional thickness

Diversity

Breaking patterns

Trying out new things (Variation)

Piloting what seems to work (Selection)

Emulate, Adapt, Invent

CLLD/LEADER

Smart Specialisation 

Strategies

EaSI (ESF+)

Creative Europe

Erasmus+



Sector policies

Structural policies

Policy coordination

Ring-fenced 

policy measures



Ring-fenced 

policy measures

Sector policies

Structural policies

Policy coordination



Policy coordination

Institutional frameworks 

and policies

Ring-fenced policy 

measures

Structural policies

Sector policies



Climate-neutrality until 2050
• Decarbonisation of the energy sector

• Renewal of the built environment to optimize energy use

• Green industries and value chains

• Environmentally friendly and cost-efficient forms of mobility 

and public transport

By virtue of this, it‘s about „improving the well-being of people!“

Therefore deliberate policies and provisions for social innovation should be 

designed at all levels of governance.

Social innovation is not only a means to make the Green New Deal real, it is 

THE ONLY WAY to make it real.

.....let‘s not forget:

Yes, it‘s about the planet. 



THANK YOU

FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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